where E is in electron volts, n is the number of klystrons sockets and Pk is the nominal value of klystron peak power output in megawatts. Budget limitations make it impossible to increase the number of klystron sockets, hence it is imperative to increase the peak power output of the klystrons to achieve higher energies. The improvement program undertaken to achieve this objective has resulted in klystrons producing 38 megawatts with 50% efficiency at 270 kV in permanent magnet, and 48 megawatts with 48%
efficiency at 300 kV in electromagnet.
A brief *Work supported by U.S. Atomic Energy Commission review of the Stanford klystron development, design and performance and computer analysis will be given. Life experience of all klystrons used at the accelerator center will also be reviewed.
Design and Performance
The Stanford klystron was designed initially to achieve reasonable efficiency (approximately 35%) with high gain (50 db) and extremely high rf output stability.
Overall reliability for long tube life was also desired. Simplicity of design and beam focusing by permanent magnets were chosen as likely parameters in achieving those objectives. Table I Within the above mentioned design limitations,
we have followed a design philosophy closely following many of Mihran's ideas for optimum design. 4,5
However, a considerable portion of the work done at SLAC on klystron improvement has been of a more along with typical results under optimum focusing conditions. It can be seen that the trend in improvement has been to first optimize the output impedance and then adjust the drift distances based on calculations resulting from Mihran's initial work. with XM-16c, the latest development model tested.
A XM-16c has demonstrated the highest efficiency to date and design parameters for that tube are given in Table II. Frequency response curves are taken on all klystron designs and a 2% increase in efficiency has been seen in all models since the XM-7 when operating at approximately 10 MHz below the design frequency. Current designs are being built to establish the origin of this increase.
The output cavity impedance and harmonic current/higher order cavity modes are being investigated.
In the process of this tube improvement program the feasibility of 300 kV operation was also considered seriously. Several tubes were built for this study, and Fig. 5 shows the results obtained. The fact that the failure probability shown in 
